Photographer; MCRP student. Architect; MCRP student. For the planning and design professions, portraying a building or a place is not just about taking a quick snapshot. It requires deliberate thinking and basic compositional skills for an effective result. MCRP students Michael Heater and Brian Harrington discuss this important subject and provide examples and techniques.
For the planning and design professions, portraying a building or a place is not just about taking a quick snapshot. It requires deliberate thinking and basic compositional skills for an effective result. MCRP students Michael Heater and Brian Harrington discuss this important subject and provide examples and techniques. P hotography in the urban planning profession is an incredible asset to visual communication. It provides an opportunity to remember, wonder, inspire, and create. The role of photography should not be undervalued. Besides presenting a visually ap pealing image to the public and decision makers, a photograph is able to explore the relationship between identity and place.
It is important for a planner to recognize that there are many different sides of the city, both good and bad. Documenting these aspects not only serves as a historical record but it shows the changes in an area over time.
There are some simple compositional techniques you can use to make a snapshot into a stunning image. It is important to un derstand some basic elements of photography that can be use ful in a planning career. Consider a photograph a way of docu menting and archiving urban memory. Below are city images from the authors, as well as information on simple, composi tional techniques that you can use as a planning professional.
Image 1: This image shows one of the many abandoned structures in Old San Juan, Puerto Rico. Although the roof has collapsed and nature has slowly taking over, there is an element of beauty in its decay. This image shows an example of framing. This is a simple compositional technique a photographic-minded planner can use in the field to frame the center of interest with objects in the foreground. This adds a feeling of depth, creating an overall more appealing photo. (photo by M. Heater) Image 2: The Clarence F. Buckingham Memorial Fountain in Chicago's Grant Park. It is a magnificent structure. You can really get some stunning images when you fill the frame with the sub ject. Often, people will shoot a subject that is so distant you can barely make out what it is. You can either fill the frame by using a zoom lens if you have it, or simply move closer to the subject. Once again, this is not always a rule. In many cases, you may find it more appropriate to shoot at a wide angle leaving large empty spaces in your frame. The composition of the fountain in the left corner of the image serves as a pathway for the viewer's eye to travel diagonally until they reach the city skyline in the back ground. In the planning profession, creating a layered image like this helps convey a more complete story and highlight the complexity of a city. (photo by M. Heater) Basic Photo Composition Techniques -The following before photography, but there is a set of compositional guidelines and after images may help you to guide your practice. Ansel that will enhance the impact of your photos. All of the pho-Adams, landscape photographer of the American West once tos below were taken on the Cal Poly campus. You'll find the said, "There are no rules for good photographs, there are only guidelines outlined in the captions can elevate a snapshot into good photographs. " It is true that there are no fixed rules in a more compelling image.
Bishops Peak -Before/After: Avoid distraction in your photography by changing the angle of the photo. Consider moving to a dif ferent spot or zooming in. Cars and buildings are distracting to the viewer because they take your eye away from the subject. 
